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The enemy is aware that the Truth is coming out about them and their nasty works, big time. So expect naturally more lies on their behalf, outright violence, and the list goes. Everyone is becoming aware of them. One of their biggest problems is that people start to understand them spiritually as well. Doesn't matter how many or how few, the thing is, few
people can see beyond their lies. This has them terrified. Expect the worst reactions and
the worst lies on their behalf.
They will even lie that the sky is red, only to save themselves, because of all they have done. The old days of burning people and Shoah6Trillion™ are coming to an end. Thanks to
the WWW (666) which brought the enemy into their knees by promoting knowledge, free
speech and being the only instrument from which people can finally be free in their education.
So, In response to HP Don's most recent sermon, adding some more crucial info into understanding the bigger picture behind the so called "Angels". Part of this has been covered, but there is some new information that fills in the gaps.
Also, in understanding this, knowledge of everything else I have written before (about artificial intelligence and such, microchipping etc) and other HPS have written would be beneficial. It helps to form the bigger picture. I cannot by definition go over these again right now,
or this will extend over a book.
Satan has revealed to me something of importance that needs to be stated. He not only reveals totally the Agenda of the jews, but he showed me what I needed to know so we can
go open about it. This is beyond serious. Its a matter of life and death. I saw this long ago
and then the Gods instructed I should look into other things. Be aware that telepathic communication is more of like on what one can receive. In other words, mistakes can happen,
but the grand message has been transferred anyway. Now its time for these to be shared.
The enemy greys are all interconnected, not psychically or anything, but in a huge database or a mass mind, technologically, with microchips and other means. They simply have totally abolished their so called "free will" and they have been totally subjected and enslaved.
This means they all exist as one brain and they possess, as many ufologists have found
out, zero to no self-consciousness of their own. They experience things like a hive mind.
The enemy has the same plan, down here, right now. For this to happen, all cultural differences, racial differences and so forth, need to be totally assimilated into "one" thing first,
for the world to become a "global community". When these are broken down and there is
absolutely no resistence, the enemy wants to merely take this human waste product and
make it a slave. Gradually removing even the ability to procreate freely, let alone anything
else. This is no different than Communism, which is another creation of theirs, and promi-

sed castles in the sky but you only had Gulags and work camps for the Gentiles, and palaces for the kikes to reign from.
Let me explain further.
So you have this jew, Ray Kurzweil, who is yet another part of this whole story. Part of
what he "predicts", is just an expression of the future the enemy reptilian hive (of which the
jews are offspring and part) have in mind for Humanity. Part of this plan, except of the wishy washy fake promises (like the lying bible does) is this:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ray_Kurzweil
"Kurzweil claims to know that a machine will pass the Turing test by 2029, and that around
2045, "the pace of change will be so astonishingly quick that we won't be able to keep up,
unless we enhance our own intelligence by merging with the intelligent machines we are
creating". Shortly after, Kurzweil claims to know that humans will be a hybrid of biological
and non-biological intelligence that becomes increasingly dominated by its non-biological
component. [...] So over the next few decades our human-machine civilization will become
increasingly dominated by its non-biological component. In Transcendent Man Kurzweil
states "We humans are going to start linking with each other and become a metaconnection we will all be connected and all be omnipresent, plugged into this global
network that is connected to billions of people, and filled with data." [3]
Obviously, transcedence does not have one thing to do with shoving a jewish microchip
into your brain, based on the promises of a kike about how fun its going to be. It has to do
with Spiritual enlightenment. But since the Goyim don't know, the jews try to sell this and
marketize it, or create fake realities for the Goyim to live, in order to give them tea spooned
their spiritual rights, which they have by birth, and Satan gave them freely. In order to just
rob everythign away later. This is no different than "diversity" which if continued on the
longterm, will wipe out all diversity from this planet and just create one debilitated "human
race" that will be purely incompentent of dealing with both the internal existence within
Earth, or the external existence outside of it.
As for the lower enemy entities, they are operated like a hive mind by the reptilians and other entities. Satan told me these beings are completely robbed of their free will and they
are operated entirely through a computer by the Reptilian aliens, or other higher aliens.
The enemy has absolutely NO consideration of the free will or right of existence for any other animal. They no longer exist in any personal way. They are merely assimilated. Communism inspired by the jews, who are offspring of Rabbinical families, show the same
thing. This is the blueprint of Communism. No free will, no personal freedom, everyone is a
numbered cattle and they execute commands like drones. Jewish Stalin and the Bolshevik
Jews couldn't materialize this further, merely because of lack of technological means. To
the extent they could, they did this completely. That's all.
The same blueprint is being carried in how they brainwash the masses endlessly and the
list goes. With all available means, they take other beings over as much as possible, like
their alien masters dictate. The plan for this planet and Humanity is a similar plan like the
one with the greys. Who use them like pawns, or merely, like extensions of themselves
and their will, while they themselves possess none. Its common knowledge in UFOlogy
that most greys can't even procreate, as this freedom has been taken from them all together.

They have no free "will" and therefore, they cannot "rebel" against "god" or any other higher power. They are loyal to "god" (the Reptilian aliens and the rest of the alien hive) completely. This is why the enemy hates rebellion with such passion. Now these ET beings
who do this, in the book of the jews, place themselves under the role of "God", and they
put Satan in the other end, of the mere lower rebel and such. Its a book written by the enemies of Satan and their offspring, meant to confuse, deceive and lie.
This is why the enemy calls of "ministering angels". These in the bible are the "Elohim".
Elohim does merely mean, beings of "Light". Light is EL (ελ) in Hebrew and is stolen from
Egypt, in which the sound is "EE-L" (ηλ) for the same word. This is also Bab-EL. The correct pronouncing is BAB-EEL. Contrary to popular belief, the Nefelim are more advanced
and they are more evolved as entities than the "Elohim". The "Elohim" are the "angels of
JHVH" or the jewish "god", or those around and alied under those who are the "Gods" or
Ancestors of the jews. Which are those who HP Don mentioned. Anyone who masters or
uses the light (magick) is associated with the above title. Keep this in mind, as "EL" merely
means light, or Sunlight.
In the broad category of "Angels", do fall a lot of beings, some of which are real, some of
which are thoughforms, some of which appear merely when "called", in one way or another. The jews talk of their physical ancestors, being aliens from the hive which they have
named as "YHVH", which they mention even descended and talked to the fictional "Abraham" and gave him the "Torah". In any sense, they contacted their ancestors long ago and
they made a pact with their progeny, which, their progeny has been loyally following since.
They literally talk of carrying their genes and being divided from the rest of the planet.
The enemy says the "Angels" of "God", also, do not possess free will. This is well known
amongst scholars, Rabbis and mystics of the enemy, same as the fact that when these
"Angels" are called, Greys or other hostile entities exist. They are also bloodthirsty and
they enjoy seeing people die, or demand sacrifices, like JHVH himself does in the Bible.
Many people who call these entities report on how they tell them to murder their own children, and even in the Bible its documented that they have a fetish for human killing and
sacrifice. This is why the angels are merely serving, because they are not real beings, or
ET beings that do exist in hives, or merely though forms created by the enemy, or all of the
above. That is, created out of "EL" (light) by the jews themselves (thoughforms) or the enemy hives, to serve "god" and the jews.
The literal offspring of these hostile alien entities, are the jews. They themselves openly
state it, going as far as to talk about their different DNA from ALL other people on EARTH.
Part of their existential hatred against our Gods, is merely because of this knowledge,
which their higher ones know, but the jews pretend to have disputes over. This is why the
enemy advocates so strongly that the jews must "have no other Gods before me (says
JHVH) [4] and that the "Gods of others will destroy the jews if followed by them " [5].
The bible is basically a story of these cosmic battles between our Gods and the Gods of
the enemy, in trying to control the planet and steer it into different dimensions. The jews
know the Torah is a "possible" reality that can be materialized by their spiritual warfare and
physical means. Its not in anyway the word of "god" and the jews know this entirely well.
Satan's side is pro freedom, individuality and the list goes, while the side of the enemy has
a totally reptilian conception of how life should happen. By slavery. This manifests as communist, oppressive christian regimes, mass slavery and death and the list goes.
The enemy Rabbis are also totally aware of the ET reality behind all they are and do. They

go as far as to openly state they openly COMMUNICATE with these entities. So don't but
the crap that the Joy of Satan is "lunatic" or does anything different. The only problem the
enemy has is that we communicate with their enemies, who are the beings that are existentially allied aganst them, which are called "Demons" in the spiritual literature, most of
which belong to the Nordic alien Race, and other Races, allied against the Reptilians and
these Races that want to enslave Humanity. The kikes just throw dust into the eyes of people so that their occult and heavily alien conspiracy and racial dictatorship on the planet
will go undisputed. The enemy themselves they know what's up, at least most of those at
the top.
The UFOlogists like David Kike, uh sorry, Icke, have a fetish of blaming "Orion" in being
the home of the Reptilians which is a big ass lie. He even goes as far as to blame Satan
for being a Reptilian and the list goes. While the evident is even in the bible, about the enemy jews who are the offspring of JHVH by their own word, they resemble the species
known as "reptilian" aliens. Satan and the Gods, who are Pagan deities or protectors of the
Pagans, resemble anything but "reptilians". They represent Nordics. Their representations
are everywhere on the Ancient world, where they give people knowledge, teach them, give
them abilities and introduce them into the various sciences. The Truth is again, in reverse.
The jews merely project all they are and do onto Satan. Satan and the Gods are Nordics
mostly.
As for the "Truthers" and certain "UFOlogists" who are in the mainstream (because the jew
of course let them spew their lies, or because they are their agents), they merely write more of the Bible and Jewish lies and try to make Satan seem responsible for all the enemy
and their ET's are doing all along, no different than christianity, or the kikes, who try to fend
off responsibility and blame on Satan. This jewish world order does not in anyway reflect
the slightest of Satan's wishes.
The UFOlogists and "Truthers" of the enemy, do the exact same thing, but on a more modernized basis, trying to hide the Truth that is coming out behind the UFO and ET matters.
This would come as destined by the times and the age of Aquarius, so the enemy endlessly lies and creates more frontiers to blind the people. The motto is the same. There is no
advancement, love and happy sugar coat bullshit, brotherhood of "mankind", "human race"
and the list goes on. The same vile ET's and ideas are lurking behind all these myriads of
supposed "truths" and "choices". No wonder in the jewish New Age movement, where
most people talk to "Angels" or channel them, only to give out more worthless and stupid
information, that further damns humanity. The messages projected are just as dumb as
those who delude themselves in that they are receiving these.
The same goes for the supposed "Satanic Illuminati" that does have NOTHING to do with
Satan, but is just a ripoff of the original Satanic Brotherhood of the Serpent of the Ancient
times, that had to do with freedom, adjusted to the Reptilians and other creatures like the
Jews so they can racially enslave the world. Much of the knowledge applied is stolen by
the enemy and its adjusted to their offspring, so they can wage war on us. This is why the
enemy uses these symbols for instance. Because they are symbols of power in general,
not because they believe in them or own them. The enemy is quite aware of the fact that
they are to preside over as a RACE amongst all other Races, calling themselves the seed
of Abraham and children of JHVH. The rest of the "Goyim" are seed of Satan.
Satan must always get the blame, as he is the enemy of the jewish Race, who is behind
ALL of this thing in regards to enslaving Humanity. Even in their texts, Satan is the liberator

of Humanity and for this he is scorned and hated. Part of this liberation is the Truth, the
ability to rebel, the ability to procreate, having the Serpent, ability to do magick and alter
"Fate" etc. The Egyptians openly glorify the Orion belt, and the descriptions of the Gods
show anything but any "Reptilian" entity. They show entities like them, which look entirely
human and friendly. The head of the Sphinx is the head of actual ET Gods that came and
descended down to Earth.
The jews are aware of everything. At least the serious ones. They are also totally aware,
as they are a spiritual Racial caste, of what they are doing. They basically do what the Ancient Priests in the past did, only in a more watered down version, which is nevertheless a
service to their jew hive. Despite of all their attempts to cover anything, or how they pretend to be presecuted and all these lies, the information should be easy to find. They know
they are doing auras, magick, blessings, curses, spiritual warfare etc. The war against "Satan" is not a coincidence, neither some sort of 'pseudoreligious warfare'. Same as the jews
try to hide their racial factor, they try to brush away everything as superstition. The jews do
know that Satan is REAL and that all of this extends further. To what degree, it varies. The
real studied one's of the enemy do though know entirely.
Though I advise against reading their bullshit as the lies are immense and one would need
help from Satan in understanding these, or the Gods, as in face to face. The enemy lies relentlessly, its good to mention something like this here.
Here a Rabbi admits what the JoS has openly told you years ago, to be entirely TRUE.
The Rabbis all know this to be a fact. Basically, everyone spiritual does, except of the
Goyim who go to the church and give these hives energy, only to further destroy and enslave Humanity, and to wage attack against our Gods. The hatred of Rabbis against our
Gods, and the jewish hatred, is not offbase.
Its hatred based on the fact that they are literally, of another creator, with another aims for
Humanity. This is why they hate all non-jews (Satan's Creation) with a sheer passion. Behind the so called names of Hebrew Angels, don't hide real beings, but imposter beings, or
hive minds, or just merely thoughforms. The "72" name of God n the Hebrew Kabbalah, is
actually, the 72 names of the hebrew Angels of the bible. All these Angels or hive minds or
thoughtforms, constitute a matrix or existence of the jewish "godform" and are part of it.
Part of this are also jews. This "godform" is en masse called, "JHVH". Its collectives of
such beings, under a categorized name, who are nefarious and want to destroy Humanity.
From the writtings of Rabbi Ariel Tzadok [A kosher Rabbi] [2]:
" [...]Raziel is a real entity, so is Sandalphon and so is Metatron. Yet, what most do
not know is that these entities themselves are collective beings. Many entities share
a single hive-mind, all thinking together as one, although their number is legion.
There is only one Raziel, but many entities are part of the collective Raziel. The same is true of all the others in the angelic host. This is what is meant when it says
that an angel has so many underlings serving under him. Essentially they are all
part of him and are essentially him, himself. This is a reality shared by us human
beings, but at present, we are for the most part oblivious to this.
Another one[2]:
"Modern opinions wish to adamantly claim that all Biblical records of angelic visitations were exclusively visionary experiences, and that there were absolutely no phy-

sical materialization at all. The majority of Torah opinions disagree with this view.
The majority believe that non-corporeal angels take on physical form to come down
to
Earth, and then revert to their normal non-corporeal state. Maybe this is an accurate
expression of their travels, but this says nothing about their natural state, in their
natural habitat. "
Yet another one, for the Demons this time. Remember, the jewish book of the bible, was
written by hostile enemy ET's. It doesn't hold the True story. The Demons are superior to
"god" or these beings. The war extends far further. "Fallen" is a ripoff concept. It merely
means that someone has access to the lower dimensions of existence. In fact possessing
a physical body and being a spiritual master, like our Gods, is what shows advancement.
Non physical entities that do not possess or cannot possess a physical body, are weaker.
In one ancient teaching, recorded in Avot D’Rebbi Natan, there is discussion about
another alien race of beings that we refer to as demonic. It is taught that these
demonic entities share similar characteristics with both humans and angels. These
entities like angels can be invisible, fly and have prescient knowledge of the future.
Like humans, these entities eat and drink, sexually procreate and die. Now, how can
something ethereal and non-corporeal eat and drink, have sex and die, unless there
is
a definite physical component to them? Now let us extrapolate from what we do
know on to what we want to know. If these demonic entities are the fallen angels,
spoken of in Genesis 6 and they can eat, drink, sexually procreate and die, does this
mean that their non-fallen compatriots can do the same?
Yet another one [2]:
This episode in the life of Abraham seeing and actually interacting with corporeal
angels, appearing as human, is not an isolated incident in the Torah, or in later Biblical literature. Thus the appearance of angels, then and now, might have a very real
physical component to them. While knowledge of this as applied to understanding
the Bible is nice, it is still only academic. Yet, angelic intervention amongst human
beings never ended with the close of the Biblical cannon. Angels continue to intervene among us to this day. Countless stories, from around the world, have been
told for centuries how this or that Rabbi met with Eliyahu HaNavi or some other Heavenly entity. The one thing these stories have in common is that the angel in question always comes in a physical form and always appears in the disguise of being
simply human.
Another one which is long but very revealing[2]:
"This second method is how the entities, which Torah refers to as angels, come to
Earth. In most cases when these entities appear, as was the case with Avram, they
are referred to as men. They look like human beings and act like human beings;
they even partake of a meal, eating human food. Their identities are somehow intuited, but if not for such “spiritual” sensitivity, their true identities would go unnoticed, as it was in Sodom.

When messengers from G-d come to Earth from whatever domain, abode or planet
of their origins, they use some means of transportation that transports their essence, and
enables that essence to materialize in a compatible form for life, here on Earth. As
such, their perceived form would be that of a gaseous or plasma form, or possibly
just
mere matter-less energy. Yet, while we see them as they are embodied here, and
while we may perceive them in their gaseous or plasma mode of transport, this by
no way
concludes or confirms that their indigenous form in their domains of origins are
anything of the kind. To us, an angel is a messenger sent for a reason to accomplish
a purpose, but then what? Is the angel/messenger no more than a computer program, designed to mindlessly perform a function and that's it, then to return to the
oblivion from which it came? Are angel/messengers no more than some super advanced form of “alien” artificial intelligence, merely programmed and limited by the
boundaries of such programming? If this is so, it would explain why some Sages
have commented that angels have no free will. Yet, we see through Biblical example,
and later Midrashic teachings, that angels do rebel against Heaven, and challenge
the accepted order."
Then, most revealing about who wants the world to become "One" and to impose a Jew
World Order. Like the bible, chock full of fake promises. The meaning is one: all must be
assimilated into one computer brain and then the reptilians or something must take over, or
something. OR a fat jew will control the computer, or this "unity" or something, which will
be later called "Messiah" by the jews:
"As for individual identities during these radical changes, Kurzweil suggests people think of
themselves as an evolving pattern rather than a specific collection of molecules. Kurzweil
says evolution moves towards "greater complexity, greater elegance, greater knowledge,
greater intelligence, greater beauty, greater creativity, and greater levels of subtle attributes
such as love".[38] He says that these attributes, in the limit, are generally used to describe
God. That means, he continues, that evolution is moving towards a conception of God and
that the transition away from biological roots is in fact a spiritual undertaking.[38]" [6]
Doesn't matter where the jews are at. In your church, in their synagogue, in the head of
Cern or Google, or in some parliament. They work only in one thing. Deception, lying to
people, and trying to promise that they give them the best when they merely move them in
a large assimilation. To loss of all identity, with the higher purpose being what Satan reveals.
Lies here, lies there, cover ups. That's all. The thing is and remains the same. The Ancient
mission of the jews the same. To enslave the world, simply put.
More comments that testify the Jews literally believe Satan to be real being and a real entity, with real powers, that works against them overtime for their destruction. These also testify about their spiritual war against “Satan” and the “Demons” of Satan.
“The Talmud put the matter succinctly: "One should never open his mouth to Satan," that
is, evil talk is nothing less than an invitation to the demons.” [1]
“The medieval literature is full of warnings against "opening one's mouth to Satan," but
warnings do not suffice and the lesson is driven home by frequent tales of the grievous

consequences of suchincaution.” [1]
“The words of holy writ were the most potent charms against the forces of evil. Upon all critical occasions, when spirit attacks were feared, such as prior to a funeral, or the night before circumcision (the Wachnacht), or indeed all the eight nights after birth, or the nights of
holydays which are momentous for the fate of the individual, such as Yom Kippur and Hoshana Rabbah, studying the Bible and other holy writings was a common prophylactic. "As
soon as a man has ceased his preoccupation with the words of Torah Satan has permission to attack"; this was the general principle.'” [Obviously, "permission" is part of the
jewish lies, which they hope applied but people should know by now of the lying jewish nature, and their megalomaniac syndrome] [1]
[1] Jewish Magic and Superstition, by Joshua Trachtenberg, [1939]
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